Mr. Gregory Daly, Chief Technology Oﬃcer of ATP, was one of the ﬁrst users of Silent Cube outside of the
MEDICAL INDUSTRY, where at least half of the Silent Cube installations reside. ATP, which specializes
in aviation maintenance and safety information and compliance, was established in 1972 and currently
has more than 14,000 subscription customers in over 8,000 locations in 96 countries worldwide.
Greg is quoted as saying: ”We needed a secure and dependable electronic archive to ensure that we
could reproduce exactly what we
had published to our subscribers at

it is Hardware WORM protected, so
we know the archived data has the
highest degree of protection. We
also liked that Silent Cube oﬀers us
quadruple redundancy, providing a

storage needs grow. We only pay
for today’s storage needs today; we
don’t need to pay for tomorrow’s
needs today. And we received a
reduced power-consumption cost

„We only pay for today’s storage needs today.“
any time in the past. The amount
of data is not overwhelming; the
amount stored grows by about 5
gigabytes per week. However, for
legal and operational reasons, it is
extremely important historical data.
We chose the Silent Cube because

margin of safety should any of the beneﬁt by purchasing Silent Cube,
Cube’s storage drives fail.
since it is a GREEN technology product using signiﬁcantly less power
The Silent Cube is modular and than similar products.
scalable, so we could start small with ATP is quite happy with its choice of
a 4 terabyte cube and then add cu- Silent Cube.”
bes in the future, timed as our data
Gregory Daly, ATP’s Chief Technology Oﬃcer, is responsible for the overall direction and management
of technology and technology organizations for the
company. Additionally Mr. Daly is responsible for production operations, including documentation library
management and subscription fulﬁllment.
Mr. Daly has held a variety of executive and information and manufacturing technology-related positions
through a career of over 20 years, providing extensive
experience in software development, electronic and
paper publishing, technology infrastructure management, program and project leadership and technology investment planning.

Gregory Daly
Chief Technology Oﬃcer

Mr. Daly holds a BS degree in Engineering from the
United States Military Academy at West Point and an
MS degree in Telecommunications and Computing
Management from Polytechnic University.
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